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Summary
The show is based on four young Arab characters: Abdul Rahman, the wealthy Saudi who 
has a conflict with his father over the approach of running the company. Ahmad, the Emirati 
young man who has recently arrived to London to pursue his higher education in architecture 
and dreams of implementing a huge architectural project in Dubai. Manal, the serious, hard-working 
Kuwaiti doctor who is pursuing her higher education while working at a London hospital, and 
Zaid, the Jordanian painter who came to London on a visiting visa and tries to stay there in 
hopes of a better future.

Dramatic Plot
Abdul Rahman and Ahmad meet in London at the Arabic cafe run by Fayez, Zaid’s uncle, 
where they meet Zaid and a strong friendship flourishes between them. They are then conned 
by Kamal, a Syrian young man who lives on taking advantage of new comers to London. Riyad 
lives with his Uncle, who’s married to a British alcoholic lady and lives a different reality with 
that dysfunctional family and suffers that reality as he falls in love with Hameeda, the Moroccan girl 
who was lured by a gang to come work in London. The show paints a picture of Arab expats 
with their issues and concerns all over the Arab World.

Production Value 
This series was filmed with the latest equipment and devices that not only introduce the concept 
of portable cameras, but also represent the cinematic formula of visual formation. The costume 
and accessories design were unlike anything done before in social drama series.

Language
Local Arabic dialects

Number of
episodes

30
episodes

Episode
duration

50
minutes

Ajniha Fi Sama` Al-Ghorba
Vivid Nightmares

Through four young Arabs from different nationalities, as well as different cultural 
and social backgrounds, this show tackles the reality experienced by Arab 
expats who chose expatriation as a way to realize their dreams, but those 
colorful dreams often turn into bleak nightmares and disappointments.

The dreams of Arab expats abroad

 Drama/Social/Adventure/Thriller




